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Description

[0001] This invention relates to a thermal cracking fur-
nace comprising a firebox, multiple radiant heating
tubes, each tube comprising an inlet leg, an outlet leg,
and a U-shaped coil tube section communicating said
inlet leg to said outlet leg.
[0002] It has long been known to thermally crack hy-
drocarbons to produce olefins and other lighter hydro-
carbon products.
[0003] In US 3 672 847 A a hydrocarbon reformer fur-
nace is disclosed comprising reactor tubes which are
provided with a U-bend and are suspended in the fur-
nace chamber with the straight sections being substan-
tially equal distances from the side walls. The ends of
the tube project through openings provided in the roof
and are fastened directly to and are supported by intake
manifolds and exhaust manifolds.
[0004] Further US 2 132 965 A discloses a system for
heating petroleum to cracking temperature comprising
a pair of separately fired heating chambers at least two
banks of tubes disposed within each chamber in single
rows on opposite sides of each current of hot gases.
[0005] Moreover, US 2 081 973 A relates to a means
of heating fluids by subjecting the surfaces of the fluid
conduit to radiant and convection heat so as to obtain
the maximum average rate of heat input over the entire
surface of the fluid conduit The fluid conduit comprises
a multiplicity of vertical tube banks, each consisting of
a number of horizontally disposed tubes extending be-
tween the end walls of the furnace. The tubes of each
vertical row or bank are connected in series by means
of suitable headers or return bends. Inlet and outlet ports
are provided at opposite ends of each bank of tubes,
each of which may be utilized as either the inlet or outlet
port so that the flow of oil or other fluid to be heated may
be either upward or downward through any individual
bank of tubes, as desired.
[0006] Furthermore, US 2 340 287 A discloses a fur-
nace construction for petroleum or hydrocarbon crack-
ing comprising vertical heat exchange tubes within the
furnace. The tubes are disposed in a circle and adjacent
to the wall of the combustion chamber. The tubes are
arranged in pairs and the tubes of each pair have their
lower ends welded to a header or return bend. The
headers are formed with depending shank portions
which extend through openings in the segmental plates,
the plates being supported below the refractory material
comprising the bottom of the furnace. The heat ex-
change elements are thus arranged in U-shaped units
about the inner wall of the furnace.
[0007] WO 95 07959 A relates to a process for steam
cracking of hydrocarbons in a cracking furnace with a
convection zone and a radiation zone. The heat supply
in radiation zone to tube produces a great increase in
the temperature of the mixture beyond the original
cracking temperatures. The tubes are connected down-
stream to cracking tubes. In this case, circulation tubes

merge respectively into cracking tubes. Preferably, sev-
eral circulation tubes end in a cracking tube. Cracking
tubes can be arranged in different ways in radiation
zone.
[0008] Typically, a thermal cracking furnace is com-
prised of a firebox containing a plurality of radiant heat-
ing tubes, each tube being formed into a U-shaped coil
form, that extend through the volume of the firebox. A
hydrocarbon feedstock is introduced into the cracking
furnace through an inlet leg of a radiant heat tube and
during transit through the tube is elevated by radiant
heating of the tube to high temperatures, e.g. 1600 F
during flow of the hydrocarbon from the inlet leg to an
outlet leg of that furnace tube whereupon a cracked gas
product is formed that is routed by the outlet leg of the
tube to a quenching system which quenches the hot re-
action gas to a lower temperature to yield cracked prod-
ucts. Unfortunately, the nature of the thermal cracking
process also causes coke and tar to form along with de-
sired hydrocarbon products. From the beginning of the
practice of thermal cracking, fouling of the furnace tubes
resulting from coke and tar generation has been a seri-
ous problem. When the coiled furnace tubes are fouled
by coke and tar, the cracking furnace must be taken out
of service to clean or replace the tubes.
[0009] As thermal cracking technology has advanced,
a trend to high severity cracking has occurred in order
to achieve either improved yields or increased selectiv-
ity to the desired ultimate hydrocarbon product. As a re-
sult, thermal cracking furnaces having small diameter,
short-length furnace tubes in the form of U-shaped coils
were developed for high severity cracking to attain high-
er olefin selectivity. However, practice has shown that
under high severity cracking conditions the coking prob-
lem becomes even more pronounced.
[0010] The conventional wisdom now prevailing in
thermal cracking is that with short residence times, high
severity cracking will produce the highest selectivity and
olefin yield. However, under high severity cracking con-
ditions the coking problems increase and the operation-
al run length consequently decreases, causing shorter
effective operational ability and curtailed equipment life.
[0011] Maximization of olefin output, defined as the
product of average cracking cycle yield and average fur-
nace availability, can be achieved over the long run by
a furnace and process that uses the maximum available
radiant heat.
[0012] The present invention provides a particular ar-
rangement of the inlet and outlet legs of the plural radi-
ant heating tubes of a furnace which maximizes the use
of available radiant heat within the firebox and minimiz-
es fouling of the tube coils resulting from coke and tar
formation during thermal cracking. The present inven-
tion provides a furnace with a maximum utilization of ra-
diant heat and with a minimization of local coking prob-
lems within the tubes of the furnace.
[0013] The present invention provides a furnace and
process that relies on a multiplicity of radiant heating
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tubes, each in the form of a U-shaped coil, that are
mounted within a furnace firebox such that an inlet leg
of any one of the plural tubes is immediately adjacent to
and spaced apart from an outlet leg of another one of
the plural tubes within the firebox of a thermal cracking
furnace. This special pairing of an inlet leg of one tube
with an outlet leg of another tube of the plural radiant
heating tubes of the cracking furnace maximizes utiliza-
tion of the available radiant heat within the firebox of a
thermal cracking furnace.
[0014] To these ends, a furnace has been developed
with a radiant heating zone fired by any combination of
wall and floor burners and having a common external
manifold from which a preheated hydrocarbon feed-
stock is distributed for flow to and through the plural fur-
nace tubes. The radiant heating tube assembly for the
furnace comprises a plurality of U-shaped radiant heat-
ing tubes the inlet legs of which are communicatable
with the common inlet manifold, the inlet leg of each tube
being located within the firebox of the furnace and ex-
tends throughout the firebox volume to a point at which
the tube coils to form a vertical U-shaped section to yield
a tube outlet leg which extends throughout the firebox
volume in a direction opposite that of its respective inlet
leg, with the outlet leg of each such tube extending to a
point terminating outside of the firebox for connection to
a quench exchanger system. The plural furnace tubes,
each comprising an inlet and outlet leg which commu-
nicate with one another through the U-shaped coil sec-
tion of the tube, are positioned and fixed with respect to
one another such that within the firebox of a furnace an
inlet leg of any one of the plural tubes is immediately
adjacent to and spaced apart from an outlet leg of an-
other one of the plural furnace tubes. This inlet-outlet
leg pairing between the plural radiant heating tubes per-
mits of a more uniform spacing between the legs of the
plural tubes within the firebox while minimizing the oc-
currence of localized thermal gradients within the fire-
box which would detract from the uniformity of thermal
conditions therein and/or create spots of localized over-
heating at points along the firebox flow length of a tube.
This more uniform spacing between the legs of the plural
furnace tubes within the firebox further provides for an
optimum exposure of the exterior surface area of the in-
let legs of all of the plural furnace tubes to the radiant
heating surfaces within the firebox volume of the furnace
and thus maximizes the utilization of the available radi-
ant heat within the firebox of the furnace. This provides
for a greater thermal efficiency for operations of the fur-
nace to a given degree of severity of cracking and/or
selectivity of conversion of hydrocarbon feedstock to the
desired ultimate product, particularly olefin products.
[0015] The process proceeds by delivering preheated
hydrocarbon feedstock to a common external manifold
for equilibration of temperature and pressure of the
feedstocks and thereafter from the common external
manifold such preheated feedstock is passed by venturi
control to an inlet leg of each of the plural furnace tubes

to flow therethrough to and through the U-shaped coil
section of the tube to the outlet leg of the tube, during
which time the feedstock becomes heated to a high tem-
perature and cracks to form a reaction product gas
which exits the furnace by flow through the outlet leg of
a tube to a quench exchanger system. The heat gener-
ated by the burners within the firebox of the furnace pro-
vides radiant heat for the cracking operation. The pairing
of the inlet and outlet legs of the plural furnace tubes
provides for a more uniform temperature profile within
the firebox, which lessens the likelihood of localized spot
overheating of a tube portion that would promote coking
and tarring thereat, and further enhances the thermal
efficiency of furnace operations.
[0016] The cool inlet-hot outlet leg pairing of the fur-
nace tubes of this invention differs in many beneficial
respects from prior designs wherein cool inlet legs are
grouped in spacings of one to another and hot outlet legs
are grouped in spacings of one to another and the inlet
bank of legs is widely spaced from the outlet bank of
legs. With the cool inlet-hot outlet leg pairing of this de-
sign, as noted, an essentially uniform spacing exists be-
tween all legs of the multiple furnace tubes. As noted,
this uniformity of leg spacing maximizes the utilization
of the radiant heat which is available within the firebox
and also promotes the more uniform radiant heating of
each individual U-coil tube of the multiple furnace tubes.
Also, this design provides for a greater concentration of
tubes within the volume of space available within the
firebox, meaning a greater rate of product production as
a unit of firebox volume or as a unit of the heat duty for
operation of the firebox. Further, product yield is more
optimum since each furnace tube, being more uniformly
heated, produces therein a more uniform conversion of
the hydrocarbon feed therethrough to the design prod-
uct. Accordingly, with design of this invention there re-
sults a cracking furnace the operation of which produces
a greater production of product of more optimum prod-
uct profile with an attendant greater availability and run
length time for furnace operation.
[0017] This invention will be better understood when
considered with the following drawings wherein:

Figure 1 is a perspective view, with partial cut away
of some surfaces, of a furnace firebox containing an
assembly of radiant heating tubes having a paired
inlet leg-outlet leg arrangement according to this in-
vention wherein the firebox is heated by floor burn-
ers.
Figure 2 is a top plan view of the furnace firebox
arrangement of Figure 1, taken along line 2-2 there-
of, and schematically illustrates the inlet-outlet leg
pairing of the plural radiant heating tubes as well as
the floor burners of the firebox.
Figure 3 is a side view, taken along line 3-3 of Figure
1, which illustrates with some partial cut outs, as-
pects of the structures and means by which support
is provided to suspend the plural tube assembly
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within the firebox volume of the furnace.
Figure 4 is a schematic illustration of an assembly
of five radiant heating tubes wherein in all cases the
inlet leg of one is paired in space adjacent to the
outlet leg of another of the plural tubes of the as-
sembly.
Figure 5 is a perspective view of an assembly of
radiant heating tubes having a paired inlet leg-outlet
leg arrangement in conjunction with the structures
and means by which the tube assembly and quench
exchangers therefor are supported to suspend the
plural tube assembly within the firebox volume of
the furnace.
This invention comprises an assembly of a multi-
plicity of radiant heating tubes for a thermal cracking
furnace wherein the plural tubes are positioned and
fixed in space, one with respect to another, such
that an inlet leg of any one of the plural tubes is im-
mediately adjacent to and spaced apart from an out-
let leg of another one of the plural tubes of the as-
sembly. This plural tube assembly having paired in-
let-outlet legs of the plural tubes may be positioned
within a firebox of a thermal cracking furnace, either
as a retrofit operation or as an element of new fur-
nace design and construction, and thus provide a
thermal cracking furnace of enhanced perform-
ance. Structures and means for positioning and
suspension of such tube assembly within the vol-
ume of a furnace firebox are described which main-
tain a stability of the tube assembly within the fire-
box during that thermal cycling, with its attendant
thermal expansions and contractions, which is typ-
ically encountered in operation of a thermal crack-
ing furnace. The tube assembly of this invention
provides for a maximum utilization of the radiant
heat energy available within the firebox of a thermal
cracking furnace, particularly a furnace which is
fired solely by floor burners.

[0018] With reference to Figure 1, a thermal cracking
furnace 6 is schematically illustrated which comprises a
radiant zone 8 defined by the firebox 10 of the furnace.
The furnace firebox is defined by sidewalls 12, roof 14
and floor 16. Radiant heat is provided within the firebox
by floor burners 18 as are also illustrated in Figure 2.
Similar arrangements are possible with a wall burner
fired firebox or a firebox having a combination of wall
and floor burners. External of the firebox 10 of the fur-
nace is a manifold 38 into which a hydrocarbon feed-
stock supplied by line 32 which has undergone preheat-
ing by heat exchanger 34 is supplied. In the external
manifold 38 the preheated feedstock equilibrates in tem-
perature and pressure prior to being fed therefrom to
radiant heating tubes located within the firebox of the
furnace. In Figure 1, for simplicity, only three radiant
heating tubes 20 are schematically illustrated (and iden-
tified a, b and c); but it is to be understood that a greater
number of such radiant heating tubes will typically exist

within firebox 10 of the furnace as will hereafter be de-
scribed in greater detail with reference to other figures.
Further, it is to be understood that multiple tube assem-
blies having such paired inlet-outlet leg arrangement
may be nested one with another such that the last leg
of one assembly is paired with a first leg of an adjacent
tube assembly so as to provide a paired inlet-outlet leg
pairing between the tube assemblies. Typically, a tube
assembly will comprise from 3 to 9 tubes, preferably 5
to 7, and the desired number of total tubes for the firebox
is readily provided by appropriate nestings of multiple
tube assemblies. Each radiant heating tube comprises
an inlet leg 22(a-c), a U-shaped coil section 24(a-c)
which merges into an outlet leg 26(a-c). For each of the
plural radiant heating tubes there exists a supply line 40
which communicates the inlet leg 22 of that tube to com-
mon manifold 38. Further, for each radiant heating tube
the outlet leg 26 of that tube extends through the firebox
volume and through roof 14 of the firebox 10 to terminate
at a point 28(a-c) outside of the firebox which enables
this terminus point 28(a-c) of an outlet leg to be connect-
ed to and communicated a quench exchanger (not illus-
trated in Figure 1).
[0019] As better illustrated in Figure 2, the furnace il-
lustrated is one the firebox 10 of which is fired entirely
by floor burners 18 which provide radiant heat to the ver-
tically disposed section of the firebox and hence to the
radiant heating tubes 20 located therein. As further il-
lustrated in Figure 2, there is illustrated along a center
line of the firebox the respective inlet leg 22 and the re-
spective outlet leg 26 of a plurality of tubes (a-c).
[0020] Figure 3 better illustrates by side view struc-
tures and means for suspending and supporting the plu-
ral tubes 20 with firebox 10 and also the external fea-
tures of the quench exchanger to which each terminus
28 of a tube outlet leg 26 is ultimately connected. The
quench exchanger is essentially a double pipe heat ex-
changer wherein water which is cool relative to the tem-
perature of the hot product gas is flowed within an an-
nular space existing between the inner wall of the outer
pipe and the outer wall of the contained coaxial inner
pipe and hot reaction gases flow within the coaxial inner
pipe. In Figure 3 this quench exchanger system 50 com-
prises a water supply manifold 52 and distribution man-
ifold 54 which distributes water to the annular space be-
tween the shell outer pipe 56 and coaxial inner pipe 58
of each quench exchanger which services the outlet
product gases flowing from an outlet leg 26 to terminus
point 28 of a radiant heating tube 20 which is operatively
connected to its quench exchanger 50 by connector 60.
[0021] Structural load bearing support members 70
and 72, such as I-beams or frames formed from channel
elements which form a scaffolding housing/structure for
the overall operating unit, bear cross tie structural load
support members 71 and 73, respectively, which both
maintain the spacing and provide the load bearing sup-
port for the double tube quench exchanger members 50.
The upper support member 72 is fixed, the lower support
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member 70 is floatable with respect thereto by reason
of its resilient-flexible suspension through means of re-
silient load supporters 80 which are secured between
fixed member 72 and floatable member 70 by connector
rods 82 and anchor point attachment means 84.
[0022] Further, as illustrated in Figure 3, this load
bearing suspension means is also utilized to provide
suspension support for the inlet legs of the radiant heat-
ing tubes 20 within the firebox 10. Accordingly, an elbow
point connector 90 may be securely affixed at the junc-
ture between hydrocarbon feedstock supply line 40 with
an inlet leg 22 of a reaction tube 20 and connected by
a connection load support rod 92 through an anchor
point connection 94 affixed to a crosstie member 71 in
the lower floating load support unit defined by members
70 and the crosstie 71 thereof.
[0023] By this structure and means for supporting and
suspending all inlet legs 22 and outlet legs 26 of the mul-
tiple radiant heating tubes 20 within firebox 10 of a ther-
mal cracking furnace 6 those contraction and/or expan-
sions which are typically encountered in operation of a
furnace are readily accommodated.
[0024] Figure 4 schematically illustrates the spacial
arrangement of a plurality of radiant heating tubes, for
simplicity of illustration five such coiled tubes are illus-
trated as a, b, c, d and e. For each tube illustrated in
Figure 3 the hydrocarbon feedstock supply lines 40, a-
e respectively, which communicate the inlet leg, 22a-e
respectively, of each of the plural tubes to common man-
ifold 38 which is supplied with preheated hydrocarbon
feed 36 is illustrated. Also illustrated for each of the plu-
ral tubes is the U-shaped extension thereof, 24a-e re-
spectively, and the outlet leg of each tube, 26a-e respec-
tively, as is the terminus point 28a-e of each outlet leg.
As will be seen from Figure 4, the inlet and outlet legs
of the plural tubes lie in a common plane 100 and enter
or exit the firebox 10 along a common line and for any
given inlet leg 22 of any tube there is immediately adja-
cent thereto an outlet leg 26 of another tube. Not illus-
trated by Figure 4 are the mechanical connections which
space apart and hold in fixed position the inlet and outlet
legs of this assembly of plural reaction tubes. Those of
ordinary skill in the art will readily appreciate that such
mechanical connection means as has heretofore been
used in previous furnace designs for spacing apart and
holding in fixed relationship the inlet and outlet legs of
plural reaction tubes, albeit none heretofore have been
affixed in a paired arrangement as here proposed, will
function for that purpose in the tube inlet-outlet leg
paired assembly design of this invention.
[0025] Figure 5 illustrates in perspective view a mul-
tiple tube assembly like that described with reference to
Figures 1, 2 and 4 in conjunction with the structures and
means for supporting and suspending such tube assem-
bly within a furnace firebox and for supporting the
quench exchangers that services the tube outlet legs ex-
ternal of the firebox like that described with reference to
Figure 3. For convenience of illustration, in Figure 5 the

external manifold 38 is located on the same side as the
water supply manifold 52 which services the quench ex-
changers and in this regard Figure 5 differs from Figures
1 and 3, but otherwise like parts are similarly numbered.
[0026] Unlike furnace designs heretofore wherein the
outlet legs which are hottest portions of the plural radiant
heating tubes are collected adjacent one to another, as
are the inlet legs which are coolest portions of the plural
tubes, and the optimum spacing therebetween for opti-
mum furnace performance are thus determined; in ac-
cordance with the proposal of this invention which pairs
a cool inlet leg with a hot outlet leg of the plural radiant
heating tubes in all occasions, the greatest uniformity of
temperature (hence heat quantity) is achieved on any
local point or spot basis. Thus not only reduces the like-
lihood of localized point or spot coking/tarring within any
individual reaction tube; this uniformity also provides for
a closer spacing to be utilized between all inlet and/or
outlet legs of the plural reaction tubes within the firebox
and thus provides for a greater concentration of tubes
to be located within the firebox volume. This more uni-
form spacing between the radiant heating tube legs
means that any given inlet tube leg will be "shadowed"
to a lesser extent than heretofore by any leg of another
tube while the outlet tube leg of any tube will only be
slightly more "shadowed" by any other leg of another
tube than heretofore. Hence, a greater surface area of
any inlet leg of any tube is exposed to the radiant heating
surfaces of the furnace firebox (radiant heating being a
line of sight heating mode) meaning a greater utilization
by all inlet legs of the plural tubes of that available radi-
ant heat within the furnace firebox, all while the tendency
to tube plugging by localized coke/tar formation is re-
duced.
[0027] The process of the present invention proceeds
by delivering hydrocarbon feedstock such as ethane,
naphtha, gas oil, etc. to conventional preheating equip-
ment to preheat the feedstock to a desired preheat level
and then to convey such preheated feed to common
manifold 38. In general the feedstock is preheated to a
temperature of from about 482°C (900°F) to about
760°C (400°F), as measured by the temperature equil-
ibrated feedstock content in the common manifold.
From common manifold 38 the requisite quantities of
preheated feedstock is supplied for distribution by criti-
cal flow venturi by a supply line 40 to the inlet leg 22 of
each of the plurality of reaction tubes and flows there-
through to and through the tubes U-shape connection
section 24 and into the outlet leg 26 of the reaction tube.
During the transit of hydrocarbon feedstock through any
given reaction tube, the temperature of the feedstock is
increased from its preheat temperature of from about
482°C (900°F) to about 760°C (1400°F) to a tempera-
ture of from about 816°C (1500°F) to 899°C (1650°F)
and cracking of the hydrocarbon feedstock components
occurs during this time.
[0028] Although the primary means of inducing heat
content into that hydrocarbon which flows through a ra-
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diant heating tube is by radiant heating of the tube itself
-- which in turn conducts the tube metal heat into the
hydrocarbon flowing therethrough -- nevertheless, the
tube metal temperature of any one leg of a given tube
exerts a thermal influence upon the temperature that will
be experienced by the metal of an adjacent leg of any
other tube thereto. This then dictates the spacings nec-
essary between adjacent legs of the plural tube mem-
bers in order to reduce the inhomogeneities of tube met-
al temperatures within the firebox of a furnace; or, in oth-
er words, to optimize the homogeneity of metal surface
temperatures of the plural tubes within the firebox - this
in turn to maximize to the extent possible the homoge-
neity of the hydrocarbon temperature during its transit
through the firebox volume.
[0029] In the plural tube assembly design of the in-
vention, wherein there is always a pairing of a cooler
inlet leg with an immediately adjacent in space hotter
outlet leg of any given leg pair of radiant heating tubes
within the firebox of the furnace, the optimum in heat
transfer and temperature of flowing hydrocarbon there-
through is achieved; this because there is immediately
adjacent in space one to another of the coolest and hot-
test legs of said plural tubes (for the most rapid heat
transfer therebetween) which leads to the allowability of
an essential uniform spacing therebetween (for maxi-
mum utilization by the inlet legs of the tubes of the radi-
ant heat available within the furnace firebox) with mini-
mum likelihood of localized hot spot occurrence at any
point along the length of any of the plural heating tubes
(hence, minimizing the possibility of coking/tarring
thereat).

Claims

1. A thermal cracking furnace, comprising:

a firebox, multiple radiant heating tubes, each
tube comprising an inlet leg, an outlet leg, and
a U-shaped coil tube section communicating
said inlet leg to said outlet leg, wherein said ra-
diant heating tubes being positioned and fixed
in space with respect one to another such that
in a plane within said firebox that is common to
all legs of said multiple radiant heating tubes
each inlet leg thereof is immediately adjacent
in space to an outlet leg thereof, and wherein
the outlet leg of each tube terminates at a loca-
tion outside the firebox of said furnace.

2. The termal cracking furnace of claim 1, wherein ex-
ternal of the firebox of said furnace is located a man-
ifold which supplies each inlet leg of each tube with
preheated hydrocarbon feedstock.

3. The termal cracking furnace of claim 2, wherein ex-
ternal of the firebox of said furnace is located a

quench exchanger to receive cracked product gas
flowing from an outlet leg terminus of each tube.

4. The thermal cracking furnace of claim 1, wherein
radiant heat is supplied within said firebox by floor
burners.

5. The thermal cracking furnace of claim 2, wherein
the spacing between any pair of legs is essentually
uniform.

Patentansprüche

1. Ofen zum thermischen Kracken mit:

einer Feuerkammer und mehreren Strahlungs-
heizungsrohren, wobei jedes Rohr einen Ein-
lassschenkel, einen Auslassschenkel und ei-
nen U-förmigen Rohrschlangenabschnitt um-
fasst, der den Einlassschenkel mit dem Aus-
lassschenkel verbindet, wobei die Strahlungs-
heizungsrohre räumlich relativ zu einander so
positioniert und fixiert sind, dass in einer Ebene
in der Feuerkammer, die allen Schenkeln der
mehreren Strahlungsheizungsrohren gemein-
sam ist, jeder Einlassschenkel davon räumlich
unmittelbar benachbart zu einem Aus-
lassschenkel davon ist,. und wobei der Aus-
lassschenkel jedes Rohrs an einem Ort außer-
halb der Feuerkammer des Ofens endet.

2. Ofen zum thermischen Kracken nach Anspruch 1,
wobei außerhalb der Feuerkammer des Ofens ein
Verteiler angeordnet ist, der jeden Einlassschenkel
eines jeden Rohres mit vorgewärmtem Kohlenwas-
serstoffausgangsmaterial versorgt.

3. Ofen zum thermischen Kracken nach Anspruch 2,
wobei außerhalb der Feuerkammer des Ofens ein
Abschrecktauscher angeordnet ist, um gekracktes
Produktgas aufzunehmen, das aus einem Aus-
lassschenkelende eines jeden Rohres strömt.

4. Ofen zum thermischen Kracken nach Anspruch 1,
wobei die Strahlungswärme innerhalb der Feuer-
kammer durch Bodenbrenner bereitgestellt wird.

5. Ofen zum thermischen Kracken nach Anspruch 2,
wobei der Abstand zwischen jedem Schenkelpaar
im Wesentlichen gleichförmig ist.

Revendications

1. Four de craquage thermique comprenant :

une boîte à feu, avec de multiple tubes de
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chauffage par rayonnement, chaque tube com-
prenant une branche d'entrée, une branche de
sortie et une section de tube enroulé en forme
de U faisant communiquer ladite branche d'en-
trée et ladite branche de sortie, dans laquelle
lesdits tubes de chauffage par rayonnement
sont mis en place et fixés dans l'espace l'un par
rapport à l'autre de telle sorte que dans un plan
à l'intérieur de ladite boîte à feu qui est commun
à tous les branches desdits multiples tubes de
chauffage par rayonnement chaque branche
d'entrée de ceux-ci soit immédiatement contigu
dans l'espace à une branche de sortie de ceux-
ci, et dans laquelle la branche de sortie de cha-
que tube se termine en un endroit à l'extérieur
de la boîte à feu dudit four.

2. Four de craquage thermique selon la revendication
1, dans lequel à l'extérieur de la boîte à feu dudit
four est situé un collecteur qui approvisionne cha-
que branche d'entrée de chaque tube en charge
d'hydrocarbure préchauffée.

3. Four de craquage thermique selon la revendication
2, dans lequel à l'extérieur de la boîte à feu dudit
four est situé un échangeur de refroidissement pour
recevoir du gaz produit craqué s'écoulant d'un ter-
minus de branche de sortie de chaque tube.

4. Four de craquage thermique selon la revendication
1, dans lequel de la chaleur rayonnante est fournie
à l'intérieur de ladite boîte à feu par des brûleurs de
sole.

5. Four de craquage thermique selon la revendication
2, dans lequel l'écartement entre les branches
d'une paire quelconque est sensiblement uniforme.
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